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Today Changing Management is Necessary and Requirement for Organizations
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Abstract: Nowadays, change is necessary and undeniable affair and one of the most effective factors in
successful management. So that organizations become more complex, it is more likelihood managers confront
with increaser chances, threats, also stronger competitive forces and fewer time for reaction. Critical status is
not desirable for any managers but a powerful management can turn crisis into chances, by use of knowledge,
proficiency and proper encounter with them. Organizations and their stuff must have positive attitude about
change process, to safeguard their competitive potential in nowadays turbulence markets. This article teaches
to managers how to be one step ahead for competition and survival of their organization recognize change
process, react positively in distrust circumstances, evaluating weak and strong points of their organization
according to environmental changes and study them realistically and manage a change project as a one of the
most important change agents efficiently. This article proceed to change subject and change management
(nature, process, cycle, different kinds of changes and etc.) design in keys point and suggests to managers,
so they could perform them besides precise study.
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INTRODUCTION of manpower and there is direct correlation on financial

There are different viewpoints on organizational structure [3]. There are many companies and factories
change, first viewpoint: Organization is like a big ship which were removed in recent years because of bust,
which is going toward the share on the smooth sea. If the which studies shows that the main reason of these
sea would be windy so Capitan and employee of the ship situations is weak management. Since a efficient and
should reflect to it. In this point of view when existing powerful manger can balance his/her action with
situation changes (which is occasionally) manager shows organization that hold his/her organization on competition
kind of reflect to inhibit the change phenomenon. Second market [4].
view point: organization is like a big boat which is moving Changing management is like a passing from one
on the stormy river. This boat is on the peaky water state to another state especially in management and
continuously and Capitan would face with unexpected organization managing that deal with employee’s
factors but pass over the difficulties and reach to the resistance.   However,   according   to  changing
shore. At this point of view, changing is a natural affair necessity, justification and accommodation of
and  manger  should  always  buckle with difficulties [1]. organization in various environmental situation in last
On the other words, factors which attack organization and decade of past century, the necessity of plan adoption
force them to change inevitably, place at four areas of, and some techniques for providing changes in
technology changing, advancement of knowledge, organization  and  their  transfer from one system to
production and service history and socio-cultural change another  system  and  for  controlling  these  problems,
[2]. One of the interesting and valuable research which is new  method  as changing management has been
done about the effect of type of technology an designed  and  presented  [5]. Training a susceptive
organizational structure and especially human resource, system for self-making and increasing health and
is Mrs. Dan wood ward's research, which according to her providing a space that collisions and aggressions are
studies technology affection quantity, quality and nature controlled well [6].

performance of the organization and organizational
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The goals of this research with respect of developing relative to its situation at "B" and therefore "B" is actually
of human societies and environmental changes which of "A". The basic concept of change is gradually
organizations are faced with them and with considering "differing" of everything and differing can be done in
necessities and requirements of organization are include: both respect of evolution or depletion the aspect of
1) Being familiar managers with environmental changes changing or differing which is valuable and evolution,
with realistic method and leadership of one changing consider as improvement, so each changing isn't
project as the most important changing factor in improvement although each improvement count as
organization. 2) The survey of changing topic and changing [11]. On the other word, evolution of an
changing management and presentation of practical organization is application of a system of integration
situations in frame of design key points to managers of scientific behavioral knowledge which use for
organization.  3) Providing ability in managers for dealing programmed changes. Several studies showed that the
with employee’s resistance with changing phenomenon whole organization or system were goal and focus of
in organization. changed and the goal organizational development are

RESULTS [12]. In order to changing some proceeding should be

Widespread researches have been done in changing anything cause to modification of attitude better them
and management changing and each of them has providing self devotion services to someone who needs
discussed about (nature, process, cycle and sorts of to it more than us. Lewin [13] defines changing as
changing, employee’s resistance and changing interference forces which constant behavioral pattern of
necessity). individual in the organization. He believe that behavior in

Changing management is models that try to prepare each definite organization cause of two types of forces on
employees and organization for continuous learning and the other word, each behavior is the result of driving
growth by a mixture of leadership styles. This style is very forces and restringing forces, when these forces equal in
different from traditional management model that refer to the organization, the present situation is maintained. So in
employee’s control by managers. Changing managers are order to making changes on the visible behavior of the
those who think about future, know destination, have employee, changing (driving) force should be increased
enough self confidence for changing and wait for helping or  retention  (restringing)   forces   should   be  reduced.
and teaching to others to make changes. We can’t control So before selecting strategy of changing, managers
changes but we can prepare ourselves for them. should recognize these forces. When without considering

Changing management causes enhancement in work to this point start to making changes, this change would
creation  and  employee’s ability in organization [7]. not be successful [14]. Organization faces with various
Ability provides more opportunities for creative role of forces and features which makes changes and may
employees with increasing employees' responsibility [8]. originate from inside or outside of the organization.
In one research it has been pointed to three designs for Political and social impact, market changing, properties of
changing management [9]. All researches believe in population logy and technology consider as external
changing necessity and changing management for factor and manpower affairs and decision and behavior of
protection of their competition power in wavy and today’s manager can be originated from internal factor of the
markets. Their research presents a new viewpoint about organization awareness and recognition of these factors
changing management and has been designed in frame of can help to managers and supervisors to determine desire
key points and suggests managers to do it in spite of its time of implying organizational changes [15].
exact reading. And at last, according to Peter Draker, new
management father: “if you think that changing means Process of Changing: Most of the studies and attitude
threat, you would never be creative" [10]. originate from Lewin [16]. Lewin provide a three phase’s

Concept and Nature of Change: Change means exiting statue, 2) changing 3) stability of new statue or behavior.
from one situation and enter to the other if name the basic At first phase, making motivation for changing in
situation as "A" and the desire situation "B", then organization  has been accepted obviously. In order to
according to later statement "A" situation has potential this employees were encouraged to replace their

organizational effectiveness and personal improvement

clone and should make a positive steps for others,

pattern for an efficient change. 1) bring out from solidity
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traditional attitude and behavior with suitable and Changing Cycles
desirable behavior of manager of the organization. At  Incorporative Changes: Incorporative changes would be
second phase, changing, when enough motivation has occur when a new knowledge ascertain for individual or
been made for changing, they are ready to accept new group and also they admit new information and
information and behavioral pattern through attraction and knowledge and a positive trend would be appeared along
reputes. Objective of this work is helping to employee in the way of desirable change [18]. Incorporative change is
learning concepts and information or new point of view, suitable for organization which its employees have high
in the third stage, stabilization of new behavior, the new maturation, on the other word, when the rate of
acquisitive behavior will join to characteristic and responsibility, knowledge, skill of individual is higher;
emotional relationship of the person paternally and make possibility of the successfulness is also higher. Forced
a new state and will be solid another time which named changing: this kind of change start with exaction to whole
regelation (or stabilization of new behavior). of the organization "If employees of one organization

Levels of Changing: Different levels of changing at tomorrow" this is on example of forced changing [19].
humans are: 1) changing at knowledge 2) changing at This method can be applied to employees who are not
point of view 3) changing at individual behavior. 4) ambitious and have a few trend to take a responsibility
changing  in  group   or   organizational   behavior  [17]. and preferred to be leading. This type of changing is
For instance, if a person refers to dictionary in order to transitory and do not make obligation.
checking correct pronunciation, so a change has occurs
on level of his knowledge which is easiest change in Resistance Against Changing: Literature of the issue
individual. Point of view is a feedback of feeling of a shows that organization and individual with stand change
person about a thing or a matter. With increasing that stability and constancy is one of its advantages.
knowledge cannot change their point of view definitely. Until that change do not provide psychical scanty of
For example cannot expect with studying several books affected individual in the visible and clear way, face with
regarding to harmfulness of cigarette, change their point resistance against it. Resistance against change can
of view. Changes in individual behavior and the third level change in to source of conflict. For example conflict
are slightly more difficult than the previous two (Figure 1). between two people which result in holding a new
For example at several session of speech about eulogizing procedure in order to ensuring suitable circulation of
of Jesus Christ and his behavioral excellence, can expect works between two departments. Non finality is one of the
that Muslims change their religion, making change in basic sources of resistance to changing that employees
group or organizational behavior is hard since what aren't aware about the effect of changes on their work and
should be changed at this level is habits, norms and lives. Even employees who are unpleasant about their
customs which was formed for many years. The important work again are worry about eventual change making work
point for managers as changing agent at change levels worse [20]. But generally resistance to change cause
management specially basically changes is that they can undesirable results and more important, organization can
go forward at this way with hesitation, consuming times not fit itself with environmental change and show suitable
and hard working and bearing difficulty and supporting of feedback against it.
changing factor achieve to significant position.

Fig. 1: Changes levels in the timing and difficulty have  been  provided  [21].  Relationships:  in order to this

have been asked that act according to a circular from

Ways  to Overcome  Change  Resistance  of Employees:
In each organization which is going to be changed, some
unwillingly results may be occurred. So at first we should
define and interpret the resistance. Resistance nor should
not he ignorant and neither can conquest on them easily.
Inaccurate understanding of this basic principle lead to
failure of changing plans. Manager can utilize usefully
through predicting resistance and continence of
individual of occurring changing in order to adjusting
sources which resistance against changes, six methods
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can argue with employees or making them aware in group sources, creating kind of supportive system for changing
session  and  reduce  the possibilities of changing agents, developing new skills and abilities and
resistance. encouraging new behavior, all is essential [12].

Cooperation: before any changing, should invite CONCLUSION
everyone who supposed to disagree with changing
and participate them in decision making. Key Points:
Facilities and supporting: employees should be
council and supported emotionally and socially and Instead of seeing changes as a threat, use them as
at some times soothed and if necessary learned them opportunities to reach to your goals.
new skills. Manager should know how to apply changes and
Arguing and agreement: Manager should argue with which of the technique and tactics are usable for
potential employees to disagree with changing and changing.
adjust resistance through convincing them and Manager should know the procedure of applying
providing their needs. changes and which methods of collecting information

Penetrative and making them insider: sometimes Outcomes of the changing should be informed to the
managers induced them groups and individual hiding so employee, in order to encouraging them.
that they giving up from resistance or as an insider person If employees participate at change plan, their
under takes responsibilities. resistance ageing changing would be reduced.

Using of force and power: when speed is essential in order to answering to their question.
and changing agents also have considerable power, Organizations which are on changing situation
they used of force and power humans feelings is require to changing management and requisite of
generated of his thought. So with changing thinking changing management is individual and organization
pattern feeling also change. growth of their managers. 

Essential activities for effective management has steps developing of knowledge and skills at efficient
First Phase: Providing changing basis. Second phase: management of organizational changing for
making a picture of desirable future. Third phase: making managers.
basic support from efficient change. Forth phase: definite If in on organization, changing executive plan
manager to pass existing situation to desirable situation. provides a new experiment which liked and paid
Three collections of activities should be done. attention by employees, resistance may reduce.

Planning of the activity: this plan use as quid line and security and freedom do not threat, resistance
model of direct of moving of organization member reduce.
and also as kind of tool to measuring advances of Despite of changing is nature of the life; efficient
making change. manager should create strategies in order to
Planning  for  making commitment: this plans needs planning, guiding and controlling of the changes.
to support and commitment of all key members of Try to evaluate all possible impediment, see your
which are responsible for required management, reflect to them and try to remove them.
source and power to occurring to pas from transition Manager should know that understanding of
phase. employee should have significant effect on
Managing of structure: refer to making parallel decreasing their resistance to changes.
learning structure to starting leadership, control and Try to determine time plan along with corporation
facility of change. and duties of each employees.

Fifth phase: retention of velocity of change: at final phase Try to manage change in a team order and use of co
a suitable pattern has been designed to retention adding of team in order to reaching the goals as much
changing velocity which at this way, providing necessary as possible.

are more useful.

Manager should hold meetings with their employee

Pervasive educational workshop should include

If in changing plan, participation feels that their

Remember look at change as a chance.
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Manager should know that three basic phase of Manager should know that four steps are essential
changes are: 1) readiness 2) planning 3) execution on changing process: 1) developing a public and
If you are going to change culture of organization, try corporate argue between members. 2) creating a
to create it by members. normal  leadership  3) creating a capacity for
Try to test executing of basic changes before changing 4) developing liability and qualification for
applying in smaller scale. change.
At the change cycle, try to support and encourage Remember that creating public understanding and
employees and realize all promises. realizing the goal of the change show their benefit
Manager should know that worse type of the and the time of reaching them.
resistance is indirect resistance or they want to Remember strategy and determining goals are the
postpone it for a while. responsibility of leader team.
Manager should show most obligation to the change Facing with changes and skillful in conversation is an
project themselves that be a sample for others. interesting need for changing agent.
Try to justification employee regarding to out come Managers should know that one of the way to
and pervasive of the changes otherwise change plan decreasing employees resistance is awareness of
should be broken down. changing effect on their job affairs.
Try to have an experimental plan to applying Increasing of information and knowingly of the
changes. employee cause to reduce their resistance against
When change have been recognize restrain it, predict changes.
an exact plan for it and estimate possible variation,
their effect on work and job determine goals in order REFERENCES
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